Picturesque,
tree-lined street
populated with
quaint century-old
homes
Walkotoks
Ambassador
Myrna Campbell

Potter, bookkeeper, long time
Elma Street resident.

“My favourite part of Elma is
the old houses. I love living in a
neighbourhood where we mix
businesses and homes while
keeping the heritage of Okotoks.
You’ll want to spend the whole
day meandering along this
unique street, named after the
daughter of one of Okotoks
leading businessmen and past
mayor, John Lineham.”

Check out other Walkotoks tours with
our ambassadors to discover more great
experiences in downtown Okotoks.
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Wander along this picturesque, treelined street populated with quaint
century-old homes including a mix of
private residences, art galleries, and
businesses, who are all neighbours on
this sunny Southern Alberta street.
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ROTARY PERFORMING
ARTS CENTRE

Heading west you’ll find a second
repurposed church now home to the
Rotary Performing Arts Centre which is
a designated as a Municipal Heritage
Resource, and the setting for a variety of
concerts and theatre productions. Country
legend Ian Tyson called it, “The best kept
secret in southern Alberta.”

LINEHAM HOUSE GALLERIES

As you continue west, on the south side of
the street, you encounter Lineham House
Galleries, one of Okotoks’ most important
heritage houses. Step inside to admire the
interior decor as well as the art on display
and for sale. Oil paintings, water colours,
and pottery from some of the area’s finest
artists lines the walls, fill the rooms and
ascend the original staircase. On the
second floor, there’s a working studio,
where you may get the chance to witness a
creation in progress
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As you carry on, keep an eye out for historic
Macleod Trail at the intersection of Elma
and Elk (look north up Elk St.) A wagon
wheel sign marks the trail and trade route
used by Indigenous peoples, Northwest
Mounted Police, cowboys, and settlers who
moved between Montana and Alberta.
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The grassy grounds around the old church make a
nice rest stop.
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VETERANS WAY

The ideal place to start your walk is at the
corner of Elma and Clarke at The House of
Proust Antiques, a prime example of what
defines this wonderful neighbourhood. The
building itself is an antique – a century
old former Anglican Church. The sight of
the abundant antique collection under
the vaulted ceiling with the stained-glass
windows may take your breath away.

MACLEOD TRAIL

Keep an eye out for deer wandering in the area. Elma
is popular with deer and they’re the reason why many
residents have wire mesh around their gardens.
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This working art studio/gallery run by
Russell and Heather Thomas, is your next
stop. The studio is next to their home and
Russell says, “Visitors are always welcome.
Just knock on the door.” Once inside you’ll
encounter Russell’s larger-than-life-sized
paintings of many pop culture icons.
Heather’s work is equally impressionistic,
but her pallet is more subdued and focuses
on landscapes and flowers or wildlife
portraits. The Thomases also operate a
health spa and an Airbnb.

This studio is further west. Artist Erika
Neumann’s workspace and gallery are
behind her home featuring her wild and
energetic art of Rocky Mountain animals.
She brings them boldly to life in portraits
where their faces fill most of the canvas.
Knock on Erika’s door and she’ll take you
for a gallery tour.

94 TAKE THE CAKE

This is the final stop and there’s an extra
surprise waiting for you. Besides the
delicious confections and coffee, this café/
bakery offers a two-dimensional experience.
Local artists were commissioned to paint
the café to resemble a colouring book –
black and white, floor to ceiling – with twodimensional representations of bookshelves,
candelabras and chairs. You and the other
customers are in living colour and pop out
like cartoons. It’s the perfect place for an
Okotoks selfie.

